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: .J ·,· ' .. . l .. :. 

In o·rder to.obtain further-.data which r:nay be ps~ful in. a study ,o.f: 

the spontaneous.J~ssion,proce'ss as, for example, _in confir~a~ion.of;; 

the expbnential.deperiQ.ence ,a£.the spontaneous fission,rate:.upot?- Z~/A~, 

of even-even nuclides-,.~· 2. 1the, spontaneous £is sion half -li£~ of C£246 

has been mea:sure:.d. , An_:extrapolation.ofpreviQusly availal;>le dat~h ~'. 

indicated .. that .c~ 2t6 , .• (()r~which z 2
/A equals ~9. 04,., should·hav:e a. 

spontane.ous-.fisaion .''hal£~ii~e 11 of ·approximately 2QOO year~.·. Our, . "., ~ i' ~ . 

measured value is. 2100. -:t ~00 'years, which is in· excell~nt .p.gr.eerne:n.t ~· , , 

with that predicted:.·: . _. . , 

The;calif~rnium i:sotop~ was p~oduce_d l;>y helium ion.bomba;-,d-.. · 

242 
ment of c.urium cont~ining all the, iso_topes ;ranging from Cm . , .to 

Cm
24?; :inclusive;~ rr:he target. technique employed in this ~or~h~_s .. 

been previously des.~ribe:.~. 5 The. curium. useg.in this expe_~il!lent · 

had been produced by a neutron _irradiation of long du:r(l.t:i.on of Am 
241 

\at a position of high flux in the Chalk River pile. 
6 

After bomp~rding .. . :;· 
... ,,,, 

the cur.ium with 35 Mev hel~um ipns, the _californium was. separat~d 

from other elements,. us~ng previously described combinatio~s .. o£. 

precipitation•and ion exchange ·chemical methods.? By alpha pu~se , 

analysis at the l;>·eginning of the ~xp~riment, the californium.fraction 

was observed to contain essentially pure C£246 radioactivity e~cept 

for a small fraction of P\1238 alpha radioactivity incompletely sepa= 

rated. 
: 238 

The amount of Pu present was insufficient to produce any 
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spontaneous fission events in view of its long half-life for this pro-

1 
cess. 

The fission rate was determined by pla·cing a known quantity 

of CfZ46 in a thindeposit on one electrode of a parallel plate ioniza~ 

tion chamber filled with a mixture of argon· and carbon dioxide. A 

stylus recorder maintained a record of each fission event and time of 

occurrence until essentially all of the CfZ46 had decayed. The fission 

rate decreased with the same 35 hour half -life as that observed for 

the alpha decay of CfZ46, 
4 

thus proving that the fissions recorded 

originated from this isotope. The experimental data are best sum

marized in Fig. 1. The ratio of the alpha disintegration rate to the 

spontaneous fission rate is 5. Z x 105 giving by simple computation 

the spontaneous fission half~life of ZlOO years. In view of its close 

agreement with the predicted value, this result might then be con

sidered as evidence that a subshell of 148 neutrons does not exist 

since, on the basis of the considerations by Seaborg, 
1 

an abnormally 

small nuclear radius due to a closed subshell might be expected to 

result in an increased rate of spontaneous fission. 

We are especially indebted to Professor Glenn 'i'. Seaborg 

for his continued advice and encouragement during the course of 

this work. We also wish to express ou~ appreciation to Professor 

J. G. Hamilton, G. B" Rossi, and the operating crew of the 60-

inch cyclotron of the Crocker Laboratory for:the intensive bombard .. 

ment of curium, and to Nelson Garden and the Health Chemistry 

group for providing the excellent protective equipment used in 

handling the high level alpha radioactivity. Likewise, the cooperative 
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effort of the Canadian Chalk River Laboratory in handling some diffi-

cult problems connected with irradiating and shipping the sample is 

greatly appreciated. This work was performed under the auspices 

of the AEC. 
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7 
Tl ME (DAYS) 

MU-4466 

'1' =total nulnber O! :.:::;.;.;::,lvH~::> uuu·.; ... vcu ,u.._ ... 

/::,_ =number of f.is:sions ohs;::;rved to the timet. 
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